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Buy Malaysia Campaign to Boost and Energise Malaysia’s Economy  

 
The Electrical and Electronics Association of Malaysia (TEEAM) welcomes and 

expresses its gratitude to the Government for launching the RM35 billion Short-Term 

Economic Recovery Plan (PENJANA). This package is certainly a well-balanced 

package whereby the Government had introduced various recovery plans to propel 

businesses and boost the local economy. 

 

However, we believe that the RM2 billion Special Relief Fund (SRF) allocation is 

limited and noticeably slow in disbursement to many SMEs. With almost all of the 

economic sectors being now opened in RMCO, many SMEs are still struggling to sustain 

due to the dire lack of cash flow. Thus, we strongly urge the Government to increase the 

SRF allocation amount and to turbo-speed disbursement which is very crucial for 

business survival and sustainability. 

 

TEEAM sincerely lauds the Government’s Buy Malaysia Campaign initiative to 

encourage buying locally-made products and engaging local services. Additionally, we 

urge the Government to provide tax exemptions for imported raw materials and also to 

waive the sales and services tax, as added incentives for all E&E products and services. 

This would further enhance and positively increase the sales of “Buatan Malaysia” 

products and services, thus encouraging more importers to localise their manufacturing 

plants and boost direct investment. Consequently, the trade deficit will also be drastically 

reduced.  To further enhance the use of local products and services in all Government, 

GLC and private sector procurements, the “Punca Kuasa, Prinsip dan Dasar Perolehan 

Kerajaan” PK.1 circular issued by MOF should be further enhanced and strengthened for 

effective implementation and also to boost the “Buy Malaysia” Campaign’s success. 

 

There are many non-compliant electrical products in the Malaysian market which are 

not certified and are also not in compliance with the stringent Malaysian standard. This 

could be due to importation from countries having low-quality standards and which offer 

cheaper prices. This posed grave dangers to the users and also translates into a great loss 

for the country when lives are put in jeopardy.  This problem can be effectively 

controlled, reduced or eliminated by using local production and services. 

                                                                                                                                              

The world at large has been bewildered by the COVID-19 pandemic whereby the impact 

on global economy is now at an alarming stage. The Malaysian economy was also badly 

affected whereby a recent survey predicted the economic growth to be -2.0 percent in                                                                                                                                               

2020 with trade deficit in April 2020.  COVID-19 seriously fractured and totally 

disrupted supply chains whereby many local factories had to fly in  emergency  supplies  
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from abroad in order to complete the production of essential products and services during 

this emergency. We must therefore learn our lessons well from this and do everything we 

can to re-establish Malaysia’s local production capabilities of these essential parts and 

henceforth protect our local manufacturing. We must be fully ready with supply chain 

self-sustenance measures to prevent future disasters. Incidentally, these pro-active 

corrective and preventive action plans and policies can also help to create more local 

champions and contribute to world-class innovations. 

 

Based on statistics from the Department of Statistics Malaysia, our unemployment rate 

spiked to 5.0 percent as the unemployed persons went up 48.8 percent as compared to a 

year ago to 778,800 persons for April 2020.  The closure of operations for most of 

businesses during MCO has impacted loss of employment and jobseekers could hardly 

find jobs. Undoubtedly, our Government is very supportive by introducing various 

funding packages for the upskilling of the jobless and young Malaysians. As the “Buy 

Malaysia” Campaign is emphasising and prioritising on local products and services, the 

time is ripe now for a good push for the growth of our local manufacturing sector and 

also to help reduce further retrenchments. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

The Electrical and Electronics Association of Malaysia 

 
Siew Choon Thye 

President 

 

 
ABOUT TEEAM 

 

The Electrical and Electronics Association of Malaysia (TEEAM) is the national representative body of the 

Electrical and Electronics (E&E) industries in Malaysia. TEEAM was established in 1952 and it aims to 

work closely with all Government departments, statutory bodies and the private sector to ensure and 

promote orderly growth and development of the E&E industries. Our members are the backbone of the 

E&E essential products & services. TEEAM participates actively in national development through assisting 

the Government to shape policies and regulations that affect the combined E&E industry. As the industries’ 

leading body, TEEAM is well represented in various Government Ministries and related Agencies. 

TEEAM plays a key role in supporting our members’ diverse needs by representing their views. TEEAM 

has over 1,900 members who have created many job opportunities and have positively contributed to the 

Malaysian economy.  

 

Media Contacts: 

Siew Choon Thye, TEEAM President 012 – 289 8486 

Winnie Khong, TEEAM Executive Secretary 016-283 9023 

E-mail: teeam@teeam.org.my, teeam52@gmail.com 
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